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What is Go 10 More?
Go 10 More! is a project dedicated to reducing food waste and increasing charitable giving throughout Isla Vista,
Goleta, and Santa Barbara. The program was inspired by seeing first hand the amount of food thrown out in grocery
stores while houseless individuals sleep outside the store and save up spare change just to buy a plain, hot cup of
coffee. By working with local nonprofits and public health departments, Go 10 More! works to spread awareness about
food donation safety and any applicable laws, connect nonprofits with potential donors, and reach out to local
businesses to help them establish new donation programs.

Accomplishments
● Interviewed important
stakeholders in the local food
rescue sphere to determine
what resources are helpful for
them
● Surveyed local grocery stores
to determine their true
donation capacities
● Surveyed nonprofits to needs,
storage, and transportation
abilities
● Created an informational
campaign regarding food
safety and food rescue laws to
better help grocery stores
understand the full range of
products they can donate
● Assisted a local restaurant in
donating leftover product after
a menu change
● Created 52 care packages of
hygiene products for
houseless residents

Partnerships
● Santa Barbara Food Rescue
● Santa Barbara Public Health
Department
● City Net
● UC Santa Barbara
Sustainability
● UC Santa Barbara
Environmental Leadership
Incubator

What Comes Next?
The local nonprofit, City Net, has requested to take over the Go 10 More!
brand. My original project partner and I are still having conversations with
City Net to work out the logistics of what will be done with the program.
The most likely scenario right now is an annual donation drive done in
multiple California cities, using tag lines such as “Donate 10 more dollars!”,
“Do 10 more good deeds this week!”, “Make 10 more positive choices
today!” and encouraging volunteer work, community work, and donation of
both food and hygiene products. The campaign with most likely focus on
the importance of small actions from individuals and how they can add up
to make big change.
As I continue during food rescue, I hope to see if I can work with on
campus restaurants in the following year, to establish clear and
sustainable guidelines for food waste reduction and food rescue.

